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Recombinant ecology an
immeasurable splinterhead,
distances farm cross-grained
at a prematurely fused
reference: these rurals
arrive fully fuelled

compression contra abstinence, biofigits sought at length,
how the corridors
withdraw, reappoint

pastoral overheads drain
canopies in stock, remote
on/off storage, shelf-life
inherits natural succession,
plant-like assemblies from
receding mesh, fitted inertia undertakes the occupation

city serial homes prevailing
in stem, their root-hairs
so numbered, forgo
other wars in a commission
this near, observe the basics
even when without adoption

gleanings where no harvest
was ever planted, every
happening given back to
a nothing of the expanse:
conspicuous escort rakes
the city along green bands,
siphons a non-elision,
the common scarcity

anthropic geo-cavity rehearsing biodiversity
(given its neo-density)
open baiting of unfrequented
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horizon, true low level pledge
in an already surpassed
enregions a less begun,
its legioning sets
nest at nil requirement,
offer city that dearer
perimeter than its
travail can exhale

a suite of human survivals
siteless so far ahead,
living between a green
wedge and the pressure of
whole para-locations

neighbourhood appeasement
in quiets of abrupt rest, urban
untroddens correctly
where they do not go
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Scarce fleece of clover on the central reservation, concrete proof that urban
wildlife downgrades to rural shallow
diversity’s ‘endless village’ overgoes array on this fair field once station one
was destroyed, find it scarringly along the city cycle, seconds of nature at the
radiative stroke
leaving aside the botany, scenery makes clean
damage is disused
unarmed leaching deep into foliar darts
the proximity

classed secondary once primary

remarkable comers, all of whom take to

heath in band put to park, hardly ever cultivated but sustained to a humanly mild
abuse
main refuge for old sentient habits of conurbation
layout, best rest for a while

green-ribbed on carded

sole spiteless site, missing little from forbidden massings or any other rarity, now
housing accords to tender asides
highest loss among species craving ground disturbance, in case the tranquillity of
surrounding suburb has no grab casuals escalate and then fade from unfenced
gardens
fragments of heath prizing ground towards slugged at emplacements, that a
botanical hotspot should be driven cool by city lungs at golf detecting unlimited
field can no longer insulate a flora chase across that population’s greens
the city only screen-palpable where famished to protective edge
fording a micro-plenitude of immersion
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park-badges
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city-fast in fossil drive
vast hosts
awarding slender host
a para-attired pastoral

cry of wildfowl
faintly requited
hearkens off squandering

onto a tree
bowering
in shrillness

steerage thicket, almost
percussive radiance
suddenly crashes (bushes)
with scenic receptacle
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Heath prying into its lyrical tent,
sustainable self-invisibility

inflorescence signing bright unmistakables,
close inspection-remnant of the old pledge

cindery mounds coveting reversionary colonisation, trust
between the lip of a claypit
and erratic accessions of wood

in-channel pools and riffles
floristically full at an after-blain

where urbanisation dives
for no human help, spell
out the survival nodes

coalescent emergency ribbons
a green inference: less of ours
in the more to be given
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